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Abstract: Big Data often refers to a set of technologies dedicated to deal with large volumes of
data. Data Quality and Data Security are two essential aspects for any Big Data project. While
Data Quality Management Systems are about putting in place a set of processes to assess and
improve certain characteristics of data such as Accuracy, Consistency, Completeness,
Timeliness, etc., Security Systems are designed to protect the Confidentiality, Integrity and
Availability of data. In a Big Data environment, data quality processes can be blocked by data
security mechanisms. Indeed, data is often collected from external sources that could impose
their own security policies. In many research works, it has been recognized that merging and
integrating access control policies are real challenges for Big Data projects. To address this issue,
we suggest in this paper a framework to secure data collection in collaborative platforms. Our
framework extends and combines two existing frameworks namely: PolyOrBAC and SLAFramework. PolyOrBAC is a framework intended for the protection of collaborative
environments. SLA-Framework, for its part, is an implementation of the WS-Agreement
Specification, the standard for managing bilaterally negotiable SLAs (Service Level Agreements)
in distributed systems; its integration into PolyOrBAC will automate the implementation and
application of security rules. The resulting framework will then be incorporated into a data quality
assessment system to create a secure and dynamic collaborative activity in the Big Data context.
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1

Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) often refers to a growing number of objects connected to the
Internet making it possible to bring together new masses of data on the network and
therefore, new knowledge. The term IoT has a universal character to designate
connected objects with various uses that can constitute Smart Environments. Smart City
is a known example of smart environments which refers to an urban area using
connected objects and Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) to collect
and analyze data with the aim of improving the quality of urban services and optimizing
their costs. The exchange of data between the various actors of a smart city constitutes
a collaborative environment hosting very large volumes of data. IDC (International
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Data Corporation) predicts that by 2025 the amount of human-produced data will reach
163 ZettaByte (1 ZB = 1021 bytes), of which more than 95% will be created by
connected objects [Reinsel, 17]. Big Data is a direct consequence of this “digitization”
of human life and leads to a new era of technologies dedicated to the storage, analysis,
transmission and exploitation of these large volumes of data. However, these new
technologies have brought new challenges and problems, especially in terms of data
quality and security.
Many definitions of the term "Big Data" refer to the 5V model to denote Volume
(huge amounts of continuously growing data), Velocity (data produced and processed
at very high speed), Variety (heterogeneity of data and their sources), Veracity
(consistency and reliability of data) and Value (benefits that can be attained from this
large amount of data). Data Quality is therefore an essential aspect for any Big Data
project. A collaborative environment generally constitutes a network of organizations
(or actors) in which each can be supplier or consumer of data. This supplier / consumer
relationship is governed by an Access Agreement (or contract) made up of a set of
functional and non-functional requirements governing the conditions of access to data
between organizations. This calls for thinking about dynamic access control systems to
serve these types of environments. Access Agreements, on the other hand, must be
managed automatically, using a Machine to Machine concept, throughout their lifecycle
(from negotiation to monitoring).
In [Talha, 19a], we explained how, in the Big Data context, Data Quality
Management System and Data Security System can be conflicting. Indeed, the
assessment and improvement of data quality may require read and write access to data
collected from multiple external sources that could impose their own security policies.
This can lead to conflicting situations: should certain security tolerances be allowed to
simplify data quality management, or, should we remain firm from a security point of
view but at the expense of data quality? The implementation of automatic systems to
integrate and merge the security policies associated with the data represents a major
challenge in Big Data [Bertino, 15]. In [Talha, 19b], we addressed this problem and
listed a set of challenges for Data Quality and Data Security. We also proposed in
[Talha, 20] an approach for assessing data quality in the Big Data context through the
accuracy dimension. Our model abstracts from the data security system and considers
that the data quality assessment process can access all the data it needs from an
organization's data lake. Obviously, this cannot be accepted in a professional context.
We will see through this article how to solve this problem.
The objective of this paper is, first of all, to demonstrate the purpose and ways to
extend and combine two existing solutions: the PolyOrBAC Framework, that we have
proposed in [Abou El Kalam, 07] and [Abou El Kalam, 09], and the WS-Agreement
Specification [Andrieux, 04] through its implementation, the SLA-Framework [SLAFramework, 16]. The PolyOrBAC Framework is intended for collaborative systems and
enables the expression of local access control policies, for any organization in a
collaborative environment, as well as collaboration rules involving several
organizations. PolyOrBAC suffers from a major limitation: the negotiation and creation
of access agreements is a "static" process carried out upstream by the actors involved
in the collaborative activity. As for the WS-Agreement Specification, it is currently the
standard in terms of contracts established between suppliers and consumers of web
services. This specification defines a protocol and language for dynamically
negotiating, renegotiating, creating and monitoring access agreements in distributed
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systems. In this paper, we propose to extend and combine the PolyOrBAC Framework
and the SLA-Framework in order to automate the mechanism of managing access
agreements throughout their life cycle and thus dynamically control access in
collaborative platforms. We will then use our Data Accuracy Assessment Process,
proposed in [Talha, 20], to call on this new framework which will make it possible to
secure the data collection from external sources.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the review
of certain related works, in particular those extending the PolyOrBAC Framework to
make access control dynamic in collaborative platforms or even those using WSAgreement to integrate security aspects into SLA contracts. Section 3 presents the
PolyOrBAC Framework and the WS-Agreement Specification in order to better
understand the purpose of this work. Section 4 is dedicated to the presentation and
illustration, through a case study on a Smart City, of the new automated PolyOrBAC
Access Negotiation Protocol. Section 5 demonstrates how we extended the SLAFramework to be able to cover the PolyOrBAC Framework requirements. Section 6
presents our secure framework to assess data accuracy in the Big Data context. We then
discuss this research work in section 7 in order to highlight its pros and cons. Finally,
we conclude and present our future work in section 8.

2

Literature Review

Collaborative environments are characterized by the involvement of several
organizations in an activity to achieve a common goal. This collaborative activity is
generally governed by an agreement between partners on a set of constraints such as
the resources to be shared, the duration of the contract, security rules, etc. The
organizations participating in this type of activity are often independent of each other
and the users, unknown in advance by the system offering the services, may at any time
engage in malicious behavior (at the start or during the collaborative activity). In
addition, the competition that may exist between these organizations may encourage
some to take malicious action. Consequently, to protect the collaborative platform, the
sharing of data and resources must be based on restriction rules, thus forming an
interoperability security policy.
To achieve this objective, among the most discussed solutions in literature is the
establishment of a "trust" management system between the entities (organizations
and/or users) involved in a collaborative activity. Usually, establishing a trust
management system involves calculating a "trust score" based on a set of measurable
criteria. Trust can be assessed differently depending on the research context and the
applied trust criteria; it can be a binary value (specify if the entity is trustworthy or not),
multiple values (e.g. "very low", "low", "medium", "high") or a continuous value
between 0 and 1. Trust can be applied in different directions: either it is the consumer
who applies a trust management system, or the reverse, or in both directions. In some
cases, it is the consumer who must ensure that the service provider has a level of trust
that guarantees the quality and security of the data. To do this, the calculation of the
trust score is based on criteria such as reliability, availability, safety, integrity and
maintainability [Sun, 11], recommendations from other data consumers [Habib, 11] as
well as compliance with quality of service (QoS) clauses [Saleh, 14]. In other cases, it
is the data provider who sets up a trust management system to secure external access.
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This is the case of multi-organization environments. The most widely used trust criteria
to protect against malicious actions are the "reputation" of external entities and the
"recommendations" of other actors in the collaborative system. Reputation represents
the degree of compliance with the security rules imposed by data providers; it is
typically measured by the behavior and transaction history of users.
Many approaches reuse or extend the OrBAC model [Abou El Kalam, 03] or the
PolyOrBAC Framework in order to implement a trust management system. The OrBAC
model provides the ability to define permissions, obligations and prohibitions
depending on the access context of a given organization. By applying a clear separation
between concrete entities (subject, action and object) and abstract entities (role, activity
and view), the OrBAC model offers the possibility for different organizations to
implement their security policies independently of each other. However, OrBAC has a
limit regarding collaborative systems; it does not manage external access. This limit
has been resolved thanks to the PolyOrBAC Framework which, through web services
and access agreements pre-negotiated between providers and consumers of web
services, allows a subject to access the data of an organization to which he/she does not
belong. However, OrBAC and PolyOrBAC do not explicitly manage "trust" between
the different entities of a collaborative platform. In [Ait Aali, 15], the authors propose
the Trust-PolyOrBAC model which integrates a Certification and Authentication
Authority (CAA) with which any entity wishing to access the services of other entities
must authenticate to obtain an identifier that it will use in its interactions with other
entities. The CAA certifies each new organization in the collaborative system and
records all types of transactions and historical configurations between organizations.
Any interaction between two organizations is based on a "trust score" that must exceed
a threshold predetermined by the CAA. This trust score is calculated based on a set of
parameters, namely the satisfaction of organizations after each transaction and the
reputation of the organizations solicited for their recommendations. In [Belbergui, 16],
the authors extend the OrBAC model by introducing a Trusted Third Party (TTP) to
control interactions between access requesters and the cloud platforms hosting the
requested resources. In their approach, the authors are inspired by the French system
for the management of driver's license points; each new user is assigned an initial credit
of 10 points by the TTP and all his/her behavior is recorded in an audit log. The user is
penalized for each instance of malicious behavior, losing a certain number of points
depending on the severity of the breach of the security policy. On the other hand, if
his/her behavior remains correct for a certain time and after a certain number of nonmalicious uses of the system, he/she will be rewarded and collect some points. When
calculating the access decision in OrBAC, two users with the same role do not
necessarily have the same access rights; security rules are enabled or disabled based on
trust settings. Based on the same principle, the TOrBAC [Ben Saidi, 12] and MultiTrust_OrBAC [Ben Saidi, 13] models integrate a confidence index into the rules of the
OrBAC model. The approach is that, for each access request, the user will first have to
connect to the TTP to create a session and get his/her up-to-date confidence index. This
index is initialized by the trust manager and assigned to each new user. Then, after each
attempt by a user to violate the security policy, his/her confidence index will be
decremented by the TTP. Finally, the Trust-OrBAC model [Toumi, 12] assesses trust
using the notion of "situation" which corresponds to the desire to carry out an activity
on a view and the notion of "time" represented by a time interval during which the
assessment trust for an entity does not change. The Trust-OrBAC model extends
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OrBAC by assigning, by the system administrator, a trust class to each role. Users and
organizations also belong to trust classes calculated based on the history of their
behavior. This allows, during the evaluation of an access request, to perform mapping
allowing calculating the roles that can be assigned to the access requester.
All the works presented so far attempt to manage the security of collaborative
activities by integrating the notion of "trust" by extension of the OrBAC model or the
PolyOrBAC Framework. In our opinion, since the expression of a security rule in
OrBAC is based on one, and only one organization, it will not be possible to adopt
OrBAC to manage access from one organization to another. This is the case, for
example, with Saidi et al. who first proposed the TOrBAC model [Ben Saidi, 12] to
manage the confidence index and then extended it in Multi-Trust_OrBAC [Ben Saidi,
13] to cover multi-organization environments. In addition, research extending the
PolyOrBAC Framework manages to establish, at a certain level, a dynamic approach
to manage data security through the concept of "trust" but this remains insufficient for
collaborative environments such as Grid Computing, Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
and more for Smart Environments. If we take PolyOrBAC as an example, collaborative
activities are governed by "static" agreements negotiated and concluded beforehand
between the entities. These entities must therefore have contact before the actual
collaborative activity takes place. However, in a smart environment, with a large
number of objects connected and unknown to each other, this static approach may not
be suitable. The resolution of this problem consists of (i) automating the negotiation of
security rules and (ii) integrating security rules into specific clauses of SLA agreements.
In accordance with this principle, Stankov et al. [Stankov, 12] argue that SLAs can be
seen as an instrument to build "trust" between providers and consumers of cloud
computing services, especially at the initial stage of collaborative activity, before a
relationship is formed.
One of the most promising solutions to achieve this goal is the WS-Agreement
Specification. Ludwig et al. [Ludwig, 06] were the first to use this Specification to
negotiate SLAs paving the way for the use of distributed resources in shared
environments. WS-Agreement offers a reliable mechanism to create solid electronic
agreements between different entities interested in the establishment of dynamic
collaborations which include mutual obligations, thus making it possible to fill the
existing gap when trying to establish a relationship of trust between these entities
[Ludwig, 06]. In this context, Smith et al. [Smith, 07] present a Web Service oriented
approach, based on the WS-Agreement Specification, allowing the implementation of
a fine-grained security configuration mechanism according to the requirements
provided by a user. The use of the WS-Agreement makes it possible to negotiate
traditional service parameters such as the configuration of resources and the quality of
service, as well as security parameters such as the level of encryption and sandboxing.
When a customer wants to submit a job or use a service, he/she can create an instance
from a WS-Agreement template to specify his/her exact security and performance
needs. The WS-Agreement Specification can also be combined with attribute-based
access control models to allow service providers and consumers to specify their security
policies in both directions (since the commitments are mutual). Li et al. [Li, 16] propose
integrating the attributes and their values in an SLA contract through OrBAC rules.
Their approach is that, through the WS-Agreement Specification, IaaS providers and
consumers exchange offers and counter-offers until an agreement is reached regarding
the level of service as well as the security requirements associated with the
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infrastructure. Thus, when applying the allocation of resources, the broker, who is the
intermediary between the provider and the consumer of the services, takes into
consideration not only the classic requirements found in an SLA (QoS, guarantees, etc.)
but also the security rules to protect the various components of the infrastructure.
However, these approaches do not explicitly implement the WS-Agreement
Specification up to the level of elimination of any human intervention when discovering
the services, negotiating the terms of the agreement, validating and signing of the SLA.
The solution that we propose in this article makes it possible to meet all these
requirements by extending the WS-Agreement Specification, via the SLAFrameworks. Thus, our solution can be operated in a smart environment in which
connected objects can conclude access agreements. The explicit integration of the trust
management system through criteria such as reputation and recommendation will be an
additional functionality which will be taken into account in a future work.

3
3.1

Background
OrBAC (Organization Based Access Control)

Security policies specify the access authorizations to passive entities (objects) by active
entities (subjects) and regulate the actions carried out on an information system. In
[Abou El Kalam, 03], we proposed the OrBAC model which defines a set of concepts
that enables the specification of multiple security policies within an organization. The
concept of "Organization" in OrBAC can be seen as a structured group of active
entities, i.e. "Subjects", each playing certain "Roles". The concept of "Object" mainly
represents non-active entities such as files, emails, web services, etc. Since it is
necessary to structure objects and add new ones to the system, the OrBAC model
introduces the concept of "View". Intuitively, a view corresponds to a set of objects that
satisfy a common property. Moreover, in OrBAC, the concept "Action" mainly
encompasses computer actions such as Read and Write. Just as roles and views are
abstractions of subjects and objects, OrBAC defines the "Activity" as an abstraction of
actions. Finally, OrBAC defines the "Context" to specify the concrete circumstances in
which organizations grant permissions to perform activities on views.
Regarding relationships between the previous concepts, OrBAC defines the
relationship "Permission" between organizations, roles, views, activities and contexts:
if 'org' is an organization, 'r' is a role, 'a' is an activity, 'v' is a view and 'c' is a context,
then the relationship "Permission(org, r, v, a, c)" means that the organization 'org'
grants the role 'r' the permission to perform the activity 'a' on the view 'v' in the context
'c'. Relationships "Prohibition", "Obligation" and "Recommendation" are defined
following the same principle. At the concrete level, access control must make it possible
to describe the concrete actions carried out by the subjects on the objects. In order to
model concrete permissions, OrBAC introduces the "Is_Permitted" relation between
subjects, objects and actions: if 's' is a subject, 'α' is an action and 'o' is an object, then
"Is_Permitted(s, α, o)" means that the subject 's' has the permission to perform the
action 'α' on the object 'o'. Relationships "Is_Prohibited", "Is_Obligated" and
"Is_Recommended" are defined in the same way.
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PolyOrBAC Framework

OrBAC has certain limitations for collaborative systems. Indeed, it is not possible to
represent rules that involve several independent organizations, or even autonomous
sub-organizations of a particular collaborative system. It is therefore impossible to
associate permissions with users belonging to other partner organizations. To get
around this limitation, we have proposed the PolyOrBAC Framework [Abou El Kalam,
07] [Abou El Kalam, 09] based on the OrBAC model. Intended for platforms
collaborating via web services, this framework consists of two main phases:
• Negotiation of Collaborative Access Rules: any organization wishing to
expose data begins by developing the necessary web services. Then it declares
them in the UDDI (Universal Description Discovery and Integration) registry
so that they are accessible to other organizations. Any organization interested
in a web service found in the UDDI contacts its supplier in order to negotiate
and reach a common access agreement. These organizations define the
security rules for using the web service; these security rules are then stored in
the provider's PAP database (Policy Administration Point in the XACML
sense [XACML, 13]). A PolyOrBAC security rule consists in considering, by
the web service provider, "virtual" subjects to represent "real" subjects coming
from an external organization. To better understand this rule, let's take an
example: suppose we have a web service called ‘ws’ developed by the Org1
organization. Access to ‘ws’ is restricted to users of Org1 who have the role
‘r’. Suppose there is an access agreement between Org1 and another Org2
organization interested in ‘ws’. The collaboration rule consists in that Org1
adds in its PAP database a "virtual" subject, for example ‘partner 1’, which
has the role ‘r’. Any user from Org2 wishing to call ‘ws’ will have to prove to
Org1 that he/she is authorized by Org2 to be embodied by the virtual subject
‘partner 1’.
• Access to Collaboration Web Services: any subject coming from an external
organization (web service consumer) must present an encrypted and signed
ticket proving that he/she is authorized by his/her organization to represent a
"virtual" subject allowing him/her to call a web service of the provider. The
access request is then checked by the organization providing the web service,
through its PEP (Policy Enforcement Point in the XACML sense), in
accordance with its security policy and the agreement established with the
consumer.
PolyOrBAC has the advantage of being a framework that can be extended so that
each organization can adopt the access control model that suits it best. Collaboration
activity is provided through calls to web services by external users as part of an access
agreement. However, PolyOrBAC has a major drawback: the negotiation and creation
of access agreements must be automated. Indeed, nowadays we cannot accept human
interventions in negotiating access between connected objects. The integration of the
WS-Agreement Specification into the PolyOrBAC Framework seems to address the
automation of access agreement negotiations. In the next section, we will briefly present
an overview of this specification.
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WS-Agreement Specification

The term "Negotiation" is generally defined as the process of discussion between two
or more parties in order to reach a common agreement defending the interests of each.
By analogy, we define access negotiation as a process of exchanging information
allowing data providers and consumers to negotiate a set of terms in order to reach a
common agreement framing all the modalities of access to the data. Automating
negotiations requires formalizing the definition of each term of the access contract so
that machines can understand them. Much work has been done in recent years to
automate contract negotiations in various fields such as Internet of Things ([Marino,
18], [Li, 19a], [Li, 19b]), Cloud Computing ([Shojaiemehr, 19], [Scoca, 17], [Labidi,
17], [Baig, 17]) as well as distributed environments ([Li, 14], [Tseng, 16], [Castro, 15],
[Coutinho, 16]).
In a collaborative platform, data providers and consumers operate in a dynamic
context governed by a set of rules, conditions, obligations and guarantees formalized in
a contract, the SLA. This is a type of electronic contract that describes services and
specifies QoS properties that must be maintained by a provider during service
provision. These properties define the SLO (Service Level Objectives) which are
measurable terms that are monitored throughout the life of the contract. Regarding SLA
contract management techniques (negotiation, renegotiation, creation and monitoring),
many solutions exist, among which we find:
• WSLA (Web Service Level Agreement): this is a specification created by
IBM for the creation and monitoring of SLAs. It defines a flexible and
extensible language to allow service consumers and providers to define and
specify SLA parameters [Ludwig, 03].
• WSOL (Web Service Offering Language): this XML-based specification
allows providers to define multiple service levels for the same service in
different instances. The particularity of this approach is that an offer of a
service represents a single class of services with a specific QoS. A consumer
can therefore search for a desired service and select the desired instance based
on the level of service that matches his/her needs [Tosic, 02].
• WS-Agreement (Web Service Agreement): this is a standard of the Grid
Resource Allocation and Agreement Protocol Working Group (GRAAP-WG)
of the Open Grid Forum (OGF). It is a specification that defines a protocol and
language for dynamically negotiating, renegotiating, creating and monitoring
two-way SLAs (between consumer and supplier) in distributed systems
[Andrieux, 04].
WS-Agreement and its extension WS-Agreement Negotiation [Wäldrich, 11] are
the only SLA specifications standardized and accepted by a large community [Marino,
18], [Li, 14]. In addition, to our best knowledge, these are the only solutions that
bilaterally manage negotiable SLAs. Therefore, our study is based on the WSAgreement Specification to automate the negotiation and creation of PolyOrBAC
access agreements. Regarding the implementation of the WS-Agreement Specification,
we found two main solutions:
• WSAG4J Framework [WSAG4J, 12]: this is a generic implementation of
the WS-Agreement Specification. This framework supports common
functionality to negotiate, renegotiate, create and monitor agreements and
allows users to quickly build and deploy web services based on the WS-
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Agreement Specification. WSAG4J follows a declarative approach to support
and manage the entire lifecycle of an agreement, from the definition of an
agreement template, the deployment of models in factories, all the way to the
management of the agreement. Unfortunately, this framework was released in
its latest version 2.0.0 in 2012 and has not been actively maintained since
(expired certificates, no more support, weak community, etc.).
• SLA-Framework [SLA-Framework, 16]: this is another implementation of
the WS-Agreement Specification. It is an open-source project that enables
management of the lifecycle of SLA agreements. Currently in version 1.1, this
framework only supports one-shot negotiation. In order to allow a negotiation
loop (offers and counter-offers), it will be necessary to improve this
functionality of the framework or, to use it as is, to manage exchanges history
between the providers and the consumers of the web services. In order to not
get stuck at this point, let's assume that an offer made by the consumer can
only be accepted or refused by the provider (we dispense with the possibility
of counter-offers). We therefore chose this implementation to extend it to
cover the needs of the PolyOrBAC Framework.
The WS-Agreement Negotiation Model [Wäldrich, 11] consists of three layers with
a clear separation between them:
• Negotiation Layer: it provides a protocol and language to negotiate offers and
counter-offers. This layer expresses the willingness of both parties to conclude
a subsequent agreement.
• Agreement Layer: it provides a protocol and language defined in the WSAgreement Specification to provide the basic functionality to create and
monitor agreements.
• Service Layer: it defines the services offered by the data provider. The
execution of the services of this layer is governed by the Agreement Layer.
WS-Agreement Specification enables XML based exchanges between web service
providers and consumers. Two types of XML documents exist: The “Template” prefilled by the service provider and the “Agreement” upon which both parties have agreed
following the negotiation process. An “Agreement” (or a “Template”) is conceptually
composed of several sections:
• Name: in this section we specify a name and a unique identifier of the
agreement.
• Context: it contains meta-information about the agreement such as the
identifier of the initiator of the agreement and the identifier of the responder
of the agreement, the name and identifier of the template which served as the
basis for creating the agreement, references to other agreements, the validation
period of the agreement, etc.
• Terms: the terms of an agreement include service terms (Service Description
Terms, Service References and Service Properties) and eventually Guarantee
Terms (Service Scope, Service Level Objective and Business Value).
The definition of each of these sections is well detailed in the official
documentation [Andrieux, 04]. When implementing our solution, we will come back to
the definition of some of these sections, especially for the "Terms" section through
which we will extend the SLA-Framework.
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PolyOrBAC Extension
PolyOrBAC Access Negotiation Protocol

The WS-Agreement Negotiation Protocol (WSANP) [Wäldrich, 11] is currently the
standard used in negotiating SLAs for Web Services [Marino, 18], [Li, 19a]. This
protocol defines the services and operations required to negotiate, renegotiate, create
and monitor SLAs. Compatible with WSANP, our protocol, illustrated in Figure 1,
enables automating the negotiation mechanism of the PolyOrBAC Framework.

Figure 1: PolyOrBAC Access Negotiation Protocol
A service provider models and publishes templates according to the WSAgreement Specification in which it describes all its services. Negotiations of access
rules and other agreement terms are carried out between agents representing the
supplier (Provider Agent) and the consumer (Consumer Agent) by following these
steps:
• Step 1. The consumer agent identifies the services whose description
matches what interests it and asks the provider agent for the list of templates
by calling its public method getTemplates().
• Step 2. The consumer agent analyses the list of templates templates[] and
chooses one from which the final agreement will be created. The template is
already initialized by the provider agent, the consumer agent must first fill in
the fields for which it is concerned, adapt the access rules for the services it
wants and propose the desired values for each SLO. The offer thus constructed
is sent to the provider agent by calling upon the makeOffer(offer) method.
• Step 3. Upon reception of the offer, a validation process is initiated by the
provider agent. The validation process consists in verifying the values entered
in by the consumer agent by applying the agreement creation constraints
predefined in the template and by validating the SLO options desired by the
consumer agent. If the offer is valid, the provider agent creates the agreement,
signs it and sends it to the consumer agent for approval. Otherwise, it adapts
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the values requested by the consumer agent and makes a counter-offer by
calling upon the makeCounterOffer(counterOffer) method.
Step 4. Upon reception of the counter-offer, the consumer agent can refuse it
(end of the negotiation process), adapt it by creating a new offer, or accept it.
In these last two cases, the new offer is sent to the provider agent by calling
up-on the makeOffer(offer) method. Steps 3 and 4 represent a loop of offers
and counter-offers between the agents. The number of iterations in the
negotiation loop is limited, and if no agreement is reached at the end of the
loop, the negotiation process fails. If an offer is accepted by the provider agent,
it creates the agreement, signs it and sends it to the consumer agent.
Step 5. Upon reception of the signed agreement, the consumer agent signs its
part and sends its approval to the provider agent.
Step 6. Once the agreement has been created and doubly signed, the provider
agent updates the service provider's security policy according to the access
rules negotiated in the agreement. It also provides the consumer agent with the
various KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) necessary for monitoring the
agreement.
Case Study

Thanks to sensors installed in all the streets of a Smart City, an actor (OrgA) manages
public parking spaces. The information collected in real time allows this organization
to trigger billing or sanctioning processes, perform data analysis, etc. To improve its
service, the OrgA organization allows its users (e.g. customers and people with
disabilities) to quickly find the nearest free parking space (by calling the Car_Parking
web service). Concretely, John, a customer of the OrgA organization, can call the
Car_Parking web service (through the GET method) to quickly park. Bob, a disabled
person, can also take advantage of this web service to find places reserved for his
situation. In OrBAC, this scenario can be implemented using the following rules:
Permission (OrgA, Customer, Web Services, Find Parking, Parking Management ) ∧
Permission (OrgA, Disabled Person, Web Services, Find Parking, Parking Management ) ∧
Role (OrgA, John, Customer) ∧
Role (OrgA, Bob, Disabled Person) ∧
View (OrgA, Car_Parking, Web Services) ∧
Activity (OrgA, GET, Find Parking) ∧
Context (OrgA, John, GET, Car_Parking, Parking Management) ∧
Context (OrgA, Bob, GET, Car_Parking, Parking Management) ∧
→ Is_Permitted(John, GET, Car_Parking) ∧
→ Is_Permitted(Bob, GET, Car_Parking)

In addition, as part of a commercial activity, an OrgB organization has purchased
the right to use the parking spaces from the OrgA organization. Thanks to the
PolyOrBAC Framework, customers of OrgB can also use the Car_Parking web service
as if they were directly attached to OrgA, provided they pay for the service within 10
minutes. For that purpose, the OrgA and OrgB organizations, via automatic agents,
negotiate an access agreement to use the Car_Parking web service. Figure 2 illustrates
our scenario.
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Figure 2: PolyOrBAC – Negotiation of Collaborative Access Agreement
The OrgA organization develops and publishes web services in the UDDI of the
collaborative platform through its Provider Agent. The latter is responsible for
managing access agreements (publication of templates, negotiation and creation of
agreements, etc.). OrgB, on the other hand, has a Consumer Agent that searches the
UDDI for web services and initiates the negotiation process for those of interest. After
creating and signing the access agreement, the Provider Agent adds the following
security rules to its PAP database:
Role (OrgA, Partner_OrgB, Customer) ∧
Context (OrgA, Partner_OrgB, GET, Car_Parking, Parking Management) ∧
→ Is_Permitted(Partner_OrgB, GET, Car_Parking) ∧
→ Is_Obligated(Partner_OrgB, PUT, Pay_Invoice)

This is equivalent to considering the virtual subject Partner_OrgB as an OrgA
customer with an obligation to pay for the service within 10 minutes (by calling the
Pay_Invoice web service through the PUT method). To be able to call the Car_Parking
web service, users of the OrgB organization will have to authenticate with their
organization (OrgB) to retrieve a signed and encrypted ticket allowing them the desired
access. This ticket, encrypted by the OrgB organization, will be decrypted by the OrgA
organization and should contain information such as:
• the organization to which belongs the user (OrgB)
• the virtual subject assigned to the user (Partener_OrgB)
• the identifier of the access agreement (to check its validity)
• the requested web service (Car_Parking)
• the requested action (GET)
• the ticket generation timestamp (to prevent reply attacks)

5

SLA-Framework Extension

The PolyOrBAC Framework specifies security rules through timed automata:
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Permissions, which represent actions authorized by the access agreement
clauses, are specified by transitions in timed automata.
• Prohibitions can be implicit or explicit. They are implicit when there is no
transition in the automaton that leads to the desired state (i.e. the action
requested by the subject). Explicit prohibitions, on the other hand, are
specified as a "failed state" that the system will generate if malicious action is
detected.
• Obligations are considered to be actions that “must” be carried out. Just like
permissions, obligations will be specified by transitions in timed automata. To
fulfill the “mandatory” nature of the obligations, each transition is assigned a
timeout which is reset to zero if the action is performed before its expiration;
otherwise, if the timeout expires, an exception is generated which may result
in penalties.
Figure 3 represents a timed automaton specifying the scenario of our case study.

Figure 3: Example of Permission, Prohibition and Obligation specification
In order to extend the WS-Agreement Specification to support the rules of the
PolyOrBAC Framework, we will take into account the following definition of an
agreement:
<wsag:Agreement AgreementId="xs:string">
<wsag:Name>xs:string</wsag:Name> ?
<wsag:Context>
wsag:AgreementContextType
</wsag:Context>
<wsag:Terms>
wsag:TermCompositorType
</wsag:Terms>
</wsag:Agreement>

An agreement, encapsulated in the <wsag:Agreement/> tag, is identified by a
unique identifier and contains a name <wsag:Name/>, a context <wsag: Context/> and
a collection of terms <wsag:Terms/>. Among the terms, there is a Service Description
Terms (SDT) section that describes the services exposed by the provider. Here is the
definition of this section:
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<wsag:Terms>
…
<wsag:ServiceDescriptionTerm wsag:Name="xs:string" wsag:ServiceName="xs:string">
<xs:any> ... </xs:any>
</wsag:ServiceDescriptionTerm> +
…
</wsag:Terms>

To integrate the security rules, we propose to extend the WS-Agreement
Specification and add a new section "Security Term" which may have the following
definition:
<wsag:Terms>
…
<xs:SecurityTerm wsag:Name="xs:string" wsag:ServiceName="xs:string">
<xs:Permissions wsag:Name="xs:string" wsag:ServiceName="xs:string">
<xs:Transition>
<xs:Source>xs:string</xs:Source>
<xs:Target>xs:string</xs:Target>
<xs:Event>xs:string</xs:Event>
<xs:Action>xs:string</xs:Action>?
</xs:Transition>+
</xs:Permissions>?
<xs:Obligations wsag:Name="xs:string" wsag:ServiceName="xs:string">
<xs:Transition>
<xs:Source>xs:string</xs:Source>
<xs:Target>xs:string</xs:Target>
<xs:Event>xs:string</xs:Event>?
<xs:Guard>xs:string</xs:Guard>?
<xs:Action>xs:string</xs:Action>?
</xs:Transition>+
</xs:Obligations >?
<xs:Prohibitions wsag:Name="xs:string" wsag:ServiceName="xs:string">
<xs:Transition>
<xs:Source>xs:string</xs:Source>
<xs:Target>xs:string</xs:Target>
<xs:Event>xs:string</xs:Event>
</xs:Transition>+
</xs: Prohibitions>?
</xs: SecurityTerm >
…
</wsag:Terms>

Basically, we introduce three security terms: Permissions, Obligations and
Prohibitions. Each of these terms is made up of a set of Transitions. We consider a
Transition to be a link from a source state to a target state when an event or a guard
occurs in the Timed-Automata. A Transition may possibly trigger an action (for
example, resetting a clock). Our implementation is illustrated in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Collaborative Access Framework
Consumer and Provider agents negotiate and create agreements as explained
previously in Figures 1 and 2. Once an agreement is created and signed, the Provider
Agent updates the provider’s PAP database. Often used to ensure the authorization
function in SOA architectures, XACML [XACML, 13] is a specification that defines a
language for access control, management of security rules and administration of an
information system’s security policy. In the XACML environment, we mainly have
five components:
• PEP (Policy Enforcement Point): this is the point of application of the access
decision. It is at the PEP level that users request access to a resource.
• PDP (Policy Decision Point): this is the engine of the XACML architecture.
It is at this level that policies are evaluated and compared against authorization
requests.
• PIP (Policy Information Point): this is the point where the PDP can connect
to external sources of attributes like LDAP or an external database. The idea
is that when evaluating a query against a policy, the PDP can, through the PIP,
retrieve additional information to make a decision.
• PRP (Policy Retrieval Point): this is the storage point for policies. The PRP
can be a database or a simple file where policies are stored.
• PAP (Policy Administration Point): this is the point of policy administration.
This is where access control policies are edited.
The SLA-Framework implements the WS-Agreement Specification according to
the official definition [Andrieux, 04]. In order to be able to express the PolyOrBAC
security rules, we have extended the SLA-Framework to support the new section
SecurityTerm that includes the new rules (Permissions, Obligations and Prohibitions).
Each of these classes made up of a list of Transitions. A transition defines different
elements (Source, Target, Event, Guard and Action) necessary to add a PolyOrBAC
security rule.
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Regarding the XACML environment, as OrBAC uses a formal language based on
first-order logic, the Prolog Language and the SWI-Prolog Tool seem to meet our
needs. Concretely, we have set up four modules (PRP, PAP, PEP and PDP) that we
describe in the following.
The PRP is the knowledge base initialized with the following facts and rules:
permission(org_a, customer, web_services, find_parking, parking_management).
permission(org_a, disabled_person, web_services, find_parking, parking_management).
role(org_a, john, customer).
role(org_a, bob, disabled_person).
view(org_a, car_parking, web_services).
activity(org_a, get, find_parking).
context(org_a, john, get, car_parking, parking_management).
context(org_a, bob, get, car_parking, parking_management).
is_permitted(X, get, car_parking):permission(org_a, customer, web_services, find_parking, parking_management),
role(org_a, X, customer),
activity(org_a, get, find_parking),
view(org_a, car_parking, web_services),
context(org_a, X, get, car_parking, parking_management).
is_permitted(Y, get, car_parking):permission(org_a, disabled_person, web_services, find_parking, parking_management),
role(org_a, Y, disabled_person),
activity(org_a, get, find_parking),
view(org_a, car_parking, web_services),
context(org_a, Y, get, car_parking, parking_management).

The PAP is a REST web service used for editing the PRP knowledge base. For our
case study, when an agreement is created and signed, the provider agent will add the
following facts:
role(org_a, partner_org_b, customer).
context(org_a, partner_org_b, get, car_parking, parking_management).
is_obligated(Z, put, pay_invoice):obligation(org_a, customer, web_services, find_parking, parking_management),
role(org_a, Z, customer),
activity(org_a, get, find_parking),
view(org_a, car_parking, web_services),
context(org_a, Z, get, car_parking, parking_management).

The PEP is also a REST web service used to process user access requests. Upon
reception of a request (an encrypted and signed ticket), it decrypts it and proceeds to a
first validation step. If the ticket is valid, it retrieves the virtual subject and the desired
web service. This information enables it to construct a predicate which it transmits to
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the PDP. The latter is the inference engine that checks whether the predicate received
from the PEP is true or false. For our case study, Figure 5 shows the results of some
access requests made by different users (John, Bob and Alice from OrgA) and an
external user coming from OrgB with a valid access ticket.

Figure 5: PolyOrBAC – Permissions, Prohibitions and Obligations Control
For our case study, Figure 6 shows an extract of the access agreement created by
the extended SLA-Framework (according to the automaton of Figure 3).
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Figure 6: PolyOrBAC Agreement generated by the extended SLA-Framework

6

A Secure Data Accuracy Assessment Framework

Our framework resulting from the extension and the combination of PolyOrBAC and
SLA-Framework makes it possible to automate the management of access agreements
and to dynamically control access to collaborative platforms. As part of our research
work on Quality and Security of data in the Big Data context, we have proposed in
[Talha, 20] a process to assess the accuracy of the data hosted in a data lake. For this,
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our solution consists in collecting data from different sources. To better explain our
approach, we will take up some notions that we have detailed in this previous work:
• Data Accuracy: accuracy, one of the main dimensions of Data Quality,
reflects the degree to which the data in an information system represents the
real world. More formally, let v be the value of a datum in an information
system and ν' the corresponding reference value considered as correct; the
accuracy of ν represents the degree of similarity between ν and ν'.
• Reference Data: measuring the accuracy of data should refer to the real world
it models (other data that the system considers as correct, human knowledge
where applicable, etc.). Obtaining this reference data is a very complex
process, if not impossible in some cases. Arbitrary considerations can often
arise such as the opinion of domain experts, trust in information providers and
their reputations, etc.
• Accuracy Criteria: in practice, data that needs to be evaluated is compared
with data collected from a reference source considered sufficiently reliable.
Accuracy criteria bring together a set of measurable criteria which makes it
possible to assess the reliability of data sources. Some of these criteria
correspond to the providers of the information (such as trust and reputation)
and others correspond to the data itself (for example, consistency,
completeness, timeliness, etc.). Each organization, depending on its needs and
before initiating the data quality assessment process, should determine the
appropriate accuracy criteria for measuring the reliability of a data source.
The process we proposed consists in five steps:
• Master Data Set: this first step consists in collecting data from an
organization's information sources which can be internal or external. These
data are then stored in their raw state to constitute what we call the Master
Data Set.
• Golden Data Set: each set of data in the Master Data Set is assigned, in the
form of metadata, a level of reliability calculated according to its original
source and the accuracy criteria predetermined by the organization. This
process is re-executed whenever new data are collected or whenever the
accuracy criteria are changed.
• Mapped Data: each time we want to assess the accuracy of a data set, which
therefore constitutes a new entry in the process, we look for its matches in the
Golden Data Set. For structured data, this can be done using Schema Matching
algorithms. For semi-structured and unstructured data, this step can be very
complex and will require special treatment. Regardless of the nature of data,
if the input data does not match with data in the Golden Data Set, the assessing
process will end in failure.
• Reference Data: through a Record Linkage process, reference data are
dynamically constructed each time an assessment process is launched. This
step consists in eliminating all the data sets, from the Golden Data Set, that do
not meet the minimum level of accuracy criteria required by the organization,
resolving conflicts (when multiple data sets exist, the most reliable are
selected), reducing the volume of data if necessary (applying Big Data
Sampling Algorithms), and, finally, identifying the exact records with which
the records to be evaluated can be compared.
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•

Data Accuracy: the last step is to calculate the similarity between the data to
be evaluated and the reference data. Different methods exist to measure the
similarity between data such as the Levenshtein distance and the Jaro-Winkler
distance for strings, the difference between values for numbers taking into
consideration a threshold from which we can consider two numbers to be
similar, dates and geographic coordinates can be converted to numbers, etc.
Our data accuracy assessment process is based on the premise that data can be
easily collected from an organization's data sources, which is generally not the case.
Thanks to the extended PolyOrBAC and SLA-Framework, it is now possible to
automate the aspects of research and collection of data from data providers. Figure 7
illustrates our new approach.

Figure 7: Secure Big Data Accuracy Assessment Framework
Our new approach to securely feed the data lake as part of a collaborative activity
is to use the extended PolyOrBAC Framework and SLA-Framework. The idea is that
the data providers (Org1, Org2, etc.) publish their web services in the UDDI registry of
the collaborative platform via their agents (Step 1. Publication). A data collector has a
consumer agent that periodically searches the UDDI registry for web services that may
be of interest (Step 2. Inquiry) and contacts the agent providers to negotiate and create
access agreements (Step 3. Access Agreement). Each time a new agreement is created
and signed, the agent provider updates its organization's security policy based on the
XACML architecture (Step 4. Policy Update). The data collector can then authenticate
with the data providers (Step 5. Access Request) to call the web services and thus feed
the data lake (Step 6. Data Ingestion).
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Discussion

Today, data is the key element around which many economic and social activities
revolve. The Quality and Security of data are two essential processes that promote its
use. Big Data environments represent a set of new technologies, models and techniques
for collecting, storing, analyzing and extracting values from very large volumes of data.
In our research, we look at the conflicts that may exist between Data Quality
Management Systems and Data Security Systems. Quality Management is typically
done in two phases: assessing data quality (to identify gaps) and then improving data
quality (to correct those gaps). Data Quality Assessment may require read access to
data collected from different organizations in a collaborative platform (to be able to
perform comparison operations) and Data Quality Improvement may require write
access (to update obsolete data, delete duplicates, complete missing data, etc.). These
two processes can be blocked by security policies and mechanisms. Indeed, the trend
today is to centralize data in a single data lake in which all the structures of an
organization store their data. This has many advantages for companies (high
availability, reduced hosting costs, green IT, etc.) but also poses different challenges,
in particular for integrating and merging of security policies. Thanks to the extension
of the PolyOrBAC Framework and the SLA-Framework, it has been proven possible
to manage heterogeneous data security policies.
However, our solution has certain limitations. First of all, the PolyOrBAC
Framework is based on SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) which is starting to
lose its place to the REST (REpresentational State Transfer) pattern for various reasons
such as the exclusive use of XML format. REST, on the other hand, in addition to XML
format, is open to various other formats (Plain Text, HTML, and JSON) which are
much lighter than XML. It will therefore be necessary to think about reviewing the
architecture of the PolyOrBAC Framework to support REST web services. Ideally, it
would even be necessary to support other types of communication (remote access, rich
notifications, message communications, etc.) and not just remain satisfied with only
web services; indeed, it may be possible that recovering data from the same data lake
is needed and going through web services will only complicate the processes. In
addition to these technical aspects, as we mentioned in the literature review section, the
explicit management of trust (through criteria such as Reputation and
Recommendations) will further strengthen the security of collaborative platforms and
this must imperatively be taken into account in our future work. Regarding the SLAFramework, as explained above, the current version only supports one-shot negotiation;
we have then to think about improving this functionality.
Moreover, regarding the data quality assessment process, we focused on structured
data, while statistics today show that the majority of data is unstructured (nearly 95%
of the data produced today is unstructured [Adnan, 19], [Seng, 19]). The search for
matches in the lake and the calculation of similarities are very complex processes for
unstructured data, which possibly requires a step to classify the data according to their
nature and suitable mechanisms to assess the quality of the data for each type. Finally,
improving data quality may require write access, a requirement that organizations can
be firmer on in order to prevent such processes.
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Conclusions and Future Work

Data Quality Management and Data Security are two systems essential to the effective
and efficient exploitation of data, in particular in the Big Data context. In order to avoid
mutual conflicts between these two systems, it is often necessary to conduct careful
rationalization. In this paper, we have recalled that read / write access to an
organization's data, to manage the quality of data, can be blocked by the security
policies. Indeed, large structures are often organized in autonomous sub-organizations,
each managing dedicated areas of activity and data sets. Viewing data quality
management as a collaborative activity in which all structures participate seems to solve
part of this problem. Many models have been proposed in literature to secure
collaborative platforms but, to our best knowledge, all have limitations with regards to
the Big Data constraints. We have opted for this research work to use the PolyOrBAC
Framework which has the advantage of being independent and allows each structure to
independently implement its security policy. In order to make up for some of its
shortcomings, we extended this framework by integrating the WS-Agreement
Specification, through the SLA-Framework, in order to automate the management of
access agreements. The goal is to minimize human intervention and automate
collaborative activity. Integrating the extended PolyOrBAC Framework into our data
accuracy assessment process takes a step forward towards a comprehensive solution
that balances data quality and data security systems.
To advance our research work, it will be necessary to work on the security aspect
either by further improving the PolyOrBAC Framework or by implementing another
solution dedicated to securing collaborative activities on Big Data platforms.
Additionally, data heterogeneity will need to be further addressed in the data quality
assessment process, especially for unstructured data.
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